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Major phases of quantitative political methods

I 1950s-60s: Pre-computer, methods largely adapted from
psychology

I 1970s: Statistical packages become widely available;
regression-based methods from economics are added

I 1980s: “Econometric methods” dominate field

I 1990s: Logit; exploration of a variety of fairly esoteric
economic methods but independent development of
political science methods as well

I 2000s: Logit and regression completely dominate published
work; Bayesian (MCMC), network, matching (“causal”)
and experiment approaches emerge

I 2010s: “Big Data” approaches ever so slowly begin to
influence field



“Big Data”/“Data science”

Data in political science for the most part is cumulative: with a
few exceptions, older data sets are still useful.
“Theories come and go, a good data set is forever.”

Big Data = volume, velocity, variety

Components of “data science”:

I Classical and Bayesian statistics

I Machine learning

I Visualization

I Data-wrangling and processor-wrangling (e.g. Hadoop etc.)

All of the relevant software is now open source, increasingly on
just two platforms: R and Python. Because of career mobility
concerns, only losers work on proprietary platforms.



Political methodology communities outside the
frequentist (NHST) regression/logistic mainstream

I Bayesian statistics

I Machine learning

I Network analysis

I Text as data

I Experimentation



Core machine learning methods

I Support vector machines

I Nearest neighbor and other clustering methods

I Neural networks, and now, “deep learning”

I Random forests

I “Entropy maximization”. . . which we call “logit”

Virtually all machine learning methods are evaluated on the
basis of out-of-sample classification accuracy compared to some
baseline model, not against the assumption of no relationship.



Machine learning opportunities
I They provide alternative models for regularity in data: a

remarkable number of social phenomena show generally
linear relationships but not all do

I Clustering methods actually benefit from heterogeneous
populations

I Machine learning methods are generally less sensitive to
colinear independent variables (i.e. latent dimensions)

I Most machine learning methods can treat “missing” as a
data value, and social science measures are rarely “missing
at random”

I Most methods can easily deal with situations where there
are more variables than data

Downside: Most machine learning methods have “diffuse
knowledge structures”: it is difficult to directly measure the
impact of specific variables



Two data science fundamentals

1. Because of volume-velocity-variety, you spend a great deal of
time simply getting the information into the form where you
can analyze it. This probably comes close to an 80/20 ratio.

2. Probably a majority of the software, and some of the
methodology, you will be using in ten years does not exist
today: you absolutely must be able to continually learn and
adapt. But the good news

I Everything is open source

I The available on-line support is incredible

I Some fundamentals will not change: SVM and logit are
still “embarassingly effective”; Unix is still Unix



Why Python?

I Stable and standardized across platforms and widely
available/documented; massive and reasonably civil user
community. Several very good MOOCs.

I Automatic memory management (unlike C/C++)

I Text oriented rather than GUI oriented (unlike Java).
More coherent than perl, particularly when dealing with
large programs

I Extensive libraries but these are optional (unlike Java) and
you can do a lot with very small subsets of the language

I C/C++ code can be easily integrated in high-performance
applications

I There are Python libraries for all commonly used data
management, statistical and machine learning approaches:
Python can replace R in most analyses



And if all else fails. . .

Mainstream political science methodology training
supplemented with data science training in machine learning
and visualization plus a basic competence in Python or R is a
nearly ideal combination for someone intending to work with
human-generated “big data.” It is far better training than most
computer science programs can provide.

Demand for data scientists is likely to outpace supply for at
least the next decade.

These positions do not involve grading blue books or lecturing
on controversial political issues to young adults carrying
concealed firearms.



Event Model: Core Innovation

Once calibrated, real-time event forecasting models can be run
entirely without human intervention

I Web-based news feeds provide a rich multi-source flow of
political information in real time

I Statistical models can be run and tested automatically, and
are 100% transparent

In other words, for the first time in human history—quite
literally—we have a system that can provide real-time measures
of political activity without any human intermediaries



Major phases of event data

I 1960s-70s: Original development by Charles McClelland
(WEIS; DARPA funding) and Edward Azar (COPDAB;
CIA funding?). Focus, then as now, is crisis forecasting.

I 1980s: Various human coding efforts, including Richard
Beale in National Security Council, unsuccessfully attempt
to get near-real-time coverage from major newspapers

I 1990s: KEDS (Kansas) automated coder; PANDA project
(Harvard) extends ontologies to sub-state actions; shift to
wire service data

I early 2000s: TABARI and VRA second-generation
automated coders

I 2007-2011: DARPA ICEWS

I 2012-present: full-parsing coders from near-real-time
web-based news sources: PETRARCH and ACCENT



Major technological changes

I late 1980s: Availability of machine-readable news articles

I 2000s: Open source software for natural language
processing, machine-learning and time-series statistics

I mid 2000s: Web-based general knowledge resources such as
geonames and Wikipedia

I late 2000s: Massive expansion of news sources available on
the Web

I entire period: Moore’s Law



Event data are well suited for predicting political
change at short time horizons

I Structural indicators such as GDP, infant mortality, past or
adjacent conflict change too slowly

I They nonetheless affect the overall probability

I Social media indicators change too quickly
I Social media appear to give—at best—about a six to

twenty-four hour warning in collective action situations
(Carley; OSI EMBERS)

I So far, no indications that social media provide reliable
indicators of deep social/cultural change: signal-to-noise
ratio is very low

I Many authoritarian regimes now extensively manipulate
social media with increasingly sophisticated software

I Newsworthy events are “just right”
I And we’ve got the models to prove it
I Which is why they are “newsworthy”
I Structural indicators either are reflected in the patterns of

events, or can be additional covariates



News Story Example: Example: 18 December 2007

BAGHDAD. Iraqi leaders criticized Turkey on Monday for
bombing Kurdish militants in northern Iraq with airstrikes that
they said had left at least one woman dead.
The Turkish attacks in Dohuk Province on Sunday—involving
dozens of warplanes and artillery—were the largest known
cross-border attack since 2003. They occurred with at least
tacit approval from American officials. The Iraqi government,
however, said it had not been consulted or informed about the
attacks.
Massoud Barzani, leader of the autonomous Kurdish region in
the north, condemned the assaults as a violation of Iraqi
sovereignty that had undermined months of diplomacy. “These
attacks hinder the political efforts exerted to find a peaceful
solution based on mutual respect.”
New York Times, 18 December 2007
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/12/18/world/middleeast/18iraq.html? r=1&ref=world&oref=slogin
(Accessed 18 December 2007)



TABARI Coding: Lead sentence

BAGHDAD. Iraqi leaders criticized Turkey on Monday for
bombing Kurdish militants in northern Iraq with airstrikes that
they said had left at least one woman dead.

Event Code: 111
Source: IRQ GOV
Target: TUR

Event Code: 223
Source: TUR
Target: IRQKRD REB



TABARI Coding: First event

BAGHDAD. Iraqi leaders criticized Turkey on Monday for
bombing Kurdish militants in northern Iraq with airstrikes that
they said had left at least one woman dead.

Event Code: 111
Source: IRQ GOV
Target: TUR

Event Code: 223
Source: TUR
Target: IRQKRD REB



TABARI Coding: Actors

BAGHDAD. Iraqi leaders criticized Turkey on Monday for
bombing Kurdish militants in northern Iraq with airstrikes that
they said had left at least one woman dead.

Event Code: 111
Source: IRQ GOV
Target: TUR

Event Code: 223
Source: TUR
Target: IRQKRD REB



TABARI Coding: Agent

BAGHDAD. Iraqi leaders criticized Turkey on Monday for
bombing Kurdish militants in northern Iraq with airstrikes that
they said had left at least one woman dead.

Event Code: 111
Source: IRQ GOV
Target: TUR

Event Code: 223
Source: TUR
Target: IRQKRD REB



TABARI Coding: Second event

BAGHDAD. Iraqi leaders criticized Turkey on Monday for
bombing Kurdish militants in northern Iraq with airstrikes that
they said had left at least one woman dead.

Event Code: 111
Source: IRQ GOV
Target: TUR

Event Code: 223
Source: TUR
Target: IRQKRD REB



TABARI Coding: Second event target

BAGHDAD. Iraqi leaders criticized Turkey on Monday for
bombing Kurdish militants in northern Iraq with airstrikes that
they said had left at least one woman dead.

Event Code: 111
Source: IRQ GOV
Target: TUR

Event Code: 223
Source: TUR
Target: IRQKRD REB



TABARI Coding: Agent

BAGHDAD. Iraqi leaders criticized Turkey on Monday for
bombing Kurdish militants in northern Iraq with airstrikes that
they said had left at least one woman dead.

Event Code: 111
Source: IRQ GOV
Target: TUR

Event Code: 223
Source: TUR
Target: IRQKRD REB



Categorization of Political Interactions

I Distinct English-language verb phrases:
5,000 to 15,000
(MUC, KEDS, PANDA projects)

I Micro-level categories
50 to 200
(WEIS, BCOW, IDEA, CAMEO)

I Macro-level categories
10 to 20
(WEIS, COPDAB, IPB, World Handbook)



Development of event ontologies

1970s: WEIS, COPDAB, CREON and others

1980s: BCOW (Leng) (crisis data: 300 categories)

1990s: PANDA (Bond): first ontology to focus on
substate actors

2000s: IDEA (Bond, VRA): backward compatible with
multiple existing ontologies, adds non-political
events such as disaster and disease

2000s: CAMEO (Gerner and Schrodt): combines
ambiguous WEIS categories, expands violence and
mediation-related categories; implemented as
15,000 phrase TABARI dictionary

late 2010s: Extended replacement for CAMEO with electoral,
parliamentary and natural disaster behaviors?



WEIS primary Categories



CAMEO

I 20 primary event categories; around 200 subcategories

I Based on the WEIS typology but with greater detail on
violence and mediation

I Combines ambiguous WEIS categories such as
[WARN/THREATEN] and [GRANT/PROMISE]

I National actor codes based on ISO-3166 and
CountryInfo.txt

I Substate “agents” such as GOV, MIL, REB, BUS

I Extensive IGO/NGO list



Quad Counts

I Verbal Cooperation (VERCP): The occurrence of
dialogue-based meetings (i.e. negotiations,peace talks),
statements that express a desire to cooperate or appeal for
assistance (other than material aid) from other actors.
CAMEO categories 01 to 05.

I Material Cooperation (MATCP): Physical acts of
collaboration or assistance, including receiving or sending
aid, reducing bans and sentencing, etc. CAMEO categories
06 to 09.

I Verbal Conflct (VERCF): A spoken criticism, threat, or
accusation, often related to past or future potential acts of
material conflct. CAMEO categories 10 to 14.

I Material Conflict (MATCF): Physical acts of a conflictual
nature, including armed attacks, destruction of property,
assassination, etc. CAMEO categories 15 to 20.



KEDS Project Levant Data, 1979-2010



KEDS Project Levant Data, 1992-2010
Visualization by Jay Yonamine



Generating event data



A sort of book on event data

A sort of book on event data:
Schrodt and Gerner 2000/2012 Analyzing International Event
Data, chapts 1-3

A zillion papers:
http://eventdata.parusanalytics.com/papers.dir/automated.html.

If you like blogs:

https://asecondmouse.wordpress.com/2014/02/14/

the-legal-status-of-event-data/ (14 Feb 2014)

https://asecondmouse.wordpress.com/2015/03/30/

seven-observations-on-the-newly-released-icews-data/

(30 March 2015)



DARPA ICEWS 2007-2011 research phase

I Geographical focus: 27 countries in Asia with populations
greater than 5-million

I Initially coded with open-source TABARI, which was then
translated into Java as JABARI

I CAMEO ontology

I Factiva based for both major international sources and
some local sources; density is 2000 to 4000 events per day

I Used to develop PITF-like forecasting models with
PITF-like 80% accuracy



DARPA ICEWS 2012-present, operational phase

https://asecondmouse.wordpress.com/2015/03/30/

seven-observations-on-the-newly-released-icews-data/

I BBN/Lockheed [proprietary] ACCENT coder

I Global coverage but events are still disproportionately from
Asia

I Data release on Dataverse covers 1995/6-present with a
rolling one-year embargo, released monthly

I Government, but not Dataverse, data includes a version of
the sentence generating the event

I Includes very extensive actor dictionaries but not verb
dictionaries

I Geolocated, though with quite a few errors



Improving JABARI Accuracy

I TABARI baseline: 56% precision, 54% recall

I Add Open-NLP Penn TreeBank parser: 68% precision,
35.4% recall

I Add GATE-Annie noun phrase synonyms, pronoun
coreferencing, and default location agent resolution: 77%
precision, 66.5% recall



Actors are distributed approximately rank-size
Phrase Proportion of events
China 11.86%
United States 11.56%
Russian Federation 8.43%
Japan 7.99%
North Korea 5.33%
India 5.24%
South Korea 3.45%
Chinese 3.44%
UN 3.14%
Taiwan 3.13%
Pakistan 3.10%
Thailand 2.88%
Australia 2.48%
Iraq 2.23%
United Kingdom 2.08%
Indonesia 1.96%

Observation: the “short snout” is much more important than the
“long tail.”



Actor distribution: sample of the tail

Phrase Proportion of events
Hamid Karzai 0.01%
President (Angola) 0.01%
Yang Hyong Sop 0.01%
Kashmir State 0.01%
Ehud Olmert 0.01%
Police (Sri Lanka) 0.01%
Vojislav Kostunica 0.01%
Commerce Minist (India) 0.01%
Parliament (Iran) 0.01%
President (Yemen) 0.01%
Foreign Minist (Netherlands) 0.01%
Director General (IAEA) 0.01%
Liu Qi 0.01%
Yang Jiechi 0.01%
Business (Hong Kong) 0.01%
President (Namibia) 0.01%
Police (China) 0.01%
Business (France) 0.01%



But the really big problem with ICEWS remains this:

Source: Twitter at 1 pm. 3 December 2015



Open Event Data Alliance

I Institutionalize event data following the model of CRAN
and many other decentralized open collaborative research
groups: these turn out to be common in most research
communities

I Provide at least one source of daily updates with 24/7/365
data reliability. Ideally, multiple such data sets rather than
“one data set to rule them all”

I Establish common standards, formats, and best practices

I Open source, open collaboration, open access



EL:DIABLO
Event Location: Dataset in a Box, Linux Option

I Full modular open-source pipeline to produce daily event
data from web sources

I Scraper from white-list of RSS feeds and web pages

I Event coding from PETRARCH but other coders easily
added to the pipeline

I Conventional reduplication keeping URLs of all duplicates

I Additional feature detectors are easily added

I Designed for implementation on Linux cloud servers





PETRARCH-1
I Written in Python, in contrast to the C++ TABARI

I Full parsing using the Penn Treebank format and Stanford
Core NLP. This handles the noun/verb/adjective
disambiguation that accounts for much of the size of the
TABARI dictionaries

I Synonym sets from WordNet

I Identifies actors even if they are not in the dictionaries

I Extendible through program “hooks”: “issues” facility

I Codes at about 150 sentences per second, about a tenth the
speed of TABARI but cluster computing is now readily
available

I Problem: TABARI dictionaries—based on shallow
parsing—do not always translate well to the higher
precision of full parsing



PETRARCH-2 (Caerus Associates, Summer 2015)

Clayton Norris
https://github.com/openeventdata/petrarch2

I Complete re-write of core event coding routines to use
more of the information in the TreeBank parse

I Speed increased by roughly a factor of ten

I Verb dictionaries modified to work with the parse

I Additional debugging and robustness checks

Andrew Halterman: Mordecai geolocation system
https://github.com/caerusassociates/mordecai



NSF RIDIR Event Data Project

U.S. National Science Foundation Resource Implementations for
Data Intensive Research in the Social Behavioral and Economic
Sciences (RIDIR) Program: Modernizing Political Event Data
for Big Data Social Science Research

I 3 years, currently about $2-million in total funding

I Lead institution: University of Texas at Dallas (Patrick
Brandt).

I Other institutions include U of Oklahoma, U of Minnesota,
U of Delaware, and John Jay College

I Roughly equal participation by political science and
computer science departments

I Kickoff was early December 2015; still doesn’t have a
name, logo or t-shirts



RIDIR: Expansion of existing data sets

I Maintain and possibly expand the Phoenix near-real-time
data system (http://phoenixdata.org/) which monitors
about 300 news sources on the web

I Oklahoma negotiated a contract with Lexis-Nexis which
allows them to download and code essentially the entire LN
news archive: this should be finished by summer-2016

I Extending PETRARCH-2 to do native-language coding in
Spanish, Portuguese and Arabic, possibly extending to
French (work is currently underway)

I “Containers” for deploying the system on large-scale
parallel processing clusters for high volume and real-time
coding



RIDIR: Extending the event ontologies

CAMEO and IDEA were derived from earlier Cold War event
ontologies and consequently miss substantial amounts of
political behavior that is currently relevant.

I natural disaster

I disease

I criminal activity

I financial activity

I refugees and related humanitarian issues

I human rights violations

I electoral and parliamentary activity

Reference: Philip A. Schrodt and Benjamin Bagozzi. 2012.
“Detecting the Dimensions of News Reports using Latent Dirichlet
Allocation Models.” European Political Science Association meetings,
Berlin. http://eventdata.parusanalytics.com/papers.html.



RIDIR: Increasing the speed and efficiency of dictionary
development

I NER systems for near-real-time updating of actors and
open collaboration on maintenance of major actor
dictionaries

I Automated identification and classification of verb phrases

I Integrate multiple languages into a single set of dictionaries

I Establishing a “ground truth” validation set [possibly]
covering all of the CAMEO categories

I Standardization of religion, ethnic groups and militarized
non-state actors in conjunction with existing projects

I Develop a geolocation system that has better than abysmal
performance



Challenges to Coding Event Data for Contentious
Politics-1

The number of actors who must be identified is substantially
greater than the number involved in inter-state events

I Detailed geographical information—city, region and
administrative unit names—may be required

I Ethnic group names may be important

I Leadership is less stable—“five minutes of fame”

Coverage in international news sources may be less consistent,
with a focus on

I Major events

I Periods when a reporter happens to be in the area

I Events in major cities (or cities with 5-star hotels)



Challenges to Coding Event Data for Contentious
Politics-2

Sentences being coded may assume substantial implicit
knowledge

I This is particularly true for full-story coding

In militarized conflicts, large parts of the country may be
inaccessible

Activities of unidentified actors may be important: “gunmen
killed two journalists. . . ”



Modes of reliability in text processing

In principle, it would be useful to know reproducibility

I Between coders at different phases of the project

I Between coders at multiple institutions if the project is
decentralized



Advantages of automated coding

I Fast and inexpensive

I Transparent: coding rules are explicit in the dictionaries

I Reproducible: a coding system can be consistently
maintained over a period of time without the “coding
drift” caused by changing teams of coders.

I Coding dictionaries can be shared between institutions

I The coding of individual reports is not affected by the
biases of individual coders. Dictionaries, however, can be
so affected.

I It is possible to create rules for difficult technical and
cultural vocabulary that is otherwise difficult to learn



Disadvantages of automated coding

I Automated thematic coding has problems with
disambiguation

I Automated syntactic coding using shallow parsing makes
errors on complex sentences by incorrectly identifying the
object of the sentence.

I Requires a properly formatted, machine-readable source of
text, therefore older paper and microfilm sources are
difficult to code.

I Development of new coding dictionaries is
time-consuming—KEDS/PANDA initial dictionary
development required 2-labor-years. (Modification of
existing dictionaries, however, requires far less effort)



Human vs Machine Coding: Summary

Advantage to human coding

I Small data sets

I Data coded only one time
at a single site

I Existing dictionaries
cannot be modified

I Complex sentence
structure

I Metaphorical, idiomatic, or
time- dependent text

I Money available to fund
coders and supervisors

Advantage to machine coding

I Large data sets

I Data coded over a period
of time or across projects

I Existing dictionaries can
be modified

I Simple sentence structures

I Literal, present-tense text

I Money is limited



But fundamentally, comparisons with

human coding are irrelevant if one is coding

over a billion sentences and updating at the

rate of 100,000 stories per day.



Sources for historical texts

I LDC Gigaword 2000-2010; easily licensed

I Cline Center, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
(available but coding encountered technical issues)

I Collective resources: in the US, coded data on facts does
not inherit the IP constraints of the source

I Discussion of legal issues for US:
http://asecondmouse.wordpress.com/2014/02/14/the-legal-
status-of-event-data/



Advantages of the CoreNLP parsing compared to
TABARI shallow parsing

I Reduces incorrect identification of direct objects, which
messes up source identification

I Provides noun/verb/adjective disambiguation:many words
in English can be used in all three modes:

I “A protest occurred on Sunday” [noun]
I “Demonstrators protested” [verb]
I “Marchers carried protest signs” [adjective]

I Identification of all named entities through noun phrases:
I TABARI required actor to be in dictionaries.
I PETRARCH will always pull these out whenever they

occur in the source or target position;
I The result unidentified cases can be separately processed

with named-entity-resolution (NER) software

I More sophisticated co-referencing of pronouns and other
references, particularly across sentences



Stanford CoreNLP parse tree



Stanford CoreNLP word dependency and coreferences



Problems PETRARCH/CoreNLP does not solve

I Word-sense disambiguation
I ”attack”: physical or verbal?





Problems PETRARCH/CoreNLP does not solve

I Word-sense disambiguation
I ”attack”: physical or verbal?
I “head” has about 65 different meanings in English, ranging

from a leadership designation to a marine toilet.







Problems PETRARCH/CoreNLP does not solve

Detailed development (and extension) of the CAMEO
categories and dictionaries

I CAMEO was developed to study mediation, not as a
general-purpose coding ontology

I Converting the TABARI dictionaries from WEIS to
CAMEO took about three academic-research-project-years

I This is mundane, sloggy, labor intensive task on the same
scale as a large human-coded data project

I it is not the sort of big data sexy topic that funders are
ready to throw gobs of open-source/open-access money at.



WordNet-based dictionaries

Source: http://wordnet.princeton.edu/



WordNet-based dictionaries

I Verb dictionaries have been completely reorganized around
WordNet synonym sets (“synsets”)

I Verb-phrase patterns include synsets for common objects
such as currency, weapons and quantities

I “Agents” dictionary for common nouns—for example
“police”, “soldiers”, “president”—includes all WordNet
synsets

I Dictionaries will be reformatted into a JSON data structure

I Additional dictionary enhancements carried forward from
TABARI 0.8

I regular noun and verb endings
I all irregular verb forms
I improved dictionaries for militarized non-state actors



Portugal vs. Israel???



Portugal vs. Israel???

“fortress town”: thanks. . .
Source:http://www.nytimes.com/reuters/2013/10/09/sports/soccer/09reuters-
soccer-portugal.html



Full story vs. lead sentence coding [KEDS]



Named Entity Recognition/Resolution
I Locating and classifying phrases into predefined categories

such as the names of persons, organizations, locations,
expressions of times, quantities, monetary values,
percentages, etc.

I Examples:
http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/docs/LDC2005T33/BBN-
Types-Subtypes.html.

I No general solution; approaches tend to be either
I Rule and dictionary based, which requires manual

development
I Sequence-based machine-learning methods, specifically

conditional random fields. These require an extensive set of
marked-up examples

I Name resolution involves either
I Differentiating two distinct entities which have the same

name: “President Bush”
I Combining multiple names of the same entity”

“Obamacare” and “Affordable Care Act”
I Network models which associate a particular use of the

name with other entities and/or time are frequently useful
here.



Goldstein Scale [WEIS]



Problems with the Goldstein scale

I It started out quite arbitrary, and the CAMEO versions are
even worse

I It tends to be dominated by violence events, which mask
low levels of cooperative events

I It correlates highly with the event count, and in fact simple
event counts do almost as well, similar to the result that
unweighted equations do well

I The data are nominal!: get over it



Additional work to be done



Specialized data sets

I Protest
I Size
I Topic[s]
I Sponsor[s]
I Response of authorities[s]
I Location resolved below the city level

I Monitoring/situational awareness
I Minimize the false positive rate
I Quad-category only
I Specialized categories only, e.g. events possibly related to

climate change

Major issue: how can we integrate dictionaries produced at
multiple sites to maximize the total coverage?



Increasing the speed and efficiency of dictionary
development

I NER systems for near-real-time updating of actors and
open collaboration on maintenance of major actor
dictionaries

I Automated identification of new verb phrases: we’ve never
tried this

I Cloud-sourcing elements of dictionary development and
validation

I CAMEO is almost certainly too complex for Mechanical
Turk, but might be sourced to more professional sites such
as Elance and ODesk.

I This is more costly than MT but still would scale and is
probably cheaper and preferable to a traditional
undergraduate coding farm

I Establishing a “ground truth” validation set covering all of
the CAMEO categories

I Standardization of religion, ethnic groups and militarized
non state actors



Expanding local coverage

I Locating sources which are either open access or have
non-predatory licensing arrangements

I Event-to-source “drill-down” is a very high priority
I Sources need to be shared across projects even if they are

not open
I al-Jazeera?
I “Wikinews”?

I Non-English sources, probably through Google Translate or
a comparable system

I Location-specific dictionaries for actors and events

I Utilize NGO sources to the extent that this is ethical and
secure



Thank you

Email:
schrodt735@gmail.com

Slides:
http://eventdata.parusanalytics.com/presentations.html

Links to data and software: http://philipschrodt.org

Blog: http://asecondmouse.org
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